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1 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Term Definition 

IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 

ISO International Standardisation Organisation 

LOD Linked Open Data 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

REST Representational State Transfer 

UML Unified Modelling Language 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

URN Uniform Resource Name 

UUID Universally Unique Identifier 

W3C World Wide Web Consortium 

 

 

 

2 LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN A URI PATTERN 

{ } URI parameter 

( ) Selector to indicate a section within a URI pattern 

* 0 or multiple times the indicated section 

+ 1 or multiple times the indicated section 

? 0 or once the indicated section 
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3 ABOUT  

 

This document describes how Information Flanders applies the Flemish URI-standard. It can serve as best 
practice for the development of guidelines on URIs for other organisations and services. 
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4 INTRODUCTION 

 

This document describes the guidelines for Information Flanders (Agentschap Informatie Vlaanderen, AIV) 
concerning the governance of persistent URIs formulated in accordance with the Flemish URI standards. The 
aim of this document is to provide guidance to professionals that need to implement the URI standard. It 
includes a description and examples of persistent URIs for data, advice on the implementation and use cases 
for Information Flanders that include an impact assessment. 

 

The guidelines concerning the governance of persistent URIs were developed in the context of the Open 
Standards for Linked Organizations program (OSLO²). OSLO² is an interoperability program in the Region of 
Flanders. The program brings together expertise from different business domains and governmental levels, 
independent of a specific thematic project. The Flemish Government developed a domain model in line with 
international standards including ISA and INSPIRE1 enriched by data extensions to comply with the local 
context. The formal specification is published at data.vlaanderen.be2. 

4.1 PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this document, the “URI guidelines”, is to describe how Information Flanders could best 
disclose information according to the URI standard. More specifically, we focus on how resources can be 
uniquely identified and how to apply the rules to define the identifiers. 

“URI” is the abbreviation for “Uniform Resource Identifier” and is a formal way to identify a resource. This 
identification can be done by making use of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL). The goal of applying the 
HTTP(S)-protocol, is to refer to a web document from or about a resource. Every URL is a URI (from an existing 
resource on the web)3. 

It is essential in the URI guidelines to explain and clarify the application of the rules from the Flemish URI 
standard. Resources should be assigned a sustainable identifier – a URI – which should prevent problems and 
conflicts in the long-term for the information infrastructure of the Flemish authorities. By sustainable 
identification, we mean the naming of a resource (this can be a (hash) code, database key) that is guaranteed 
to remain valid and usable for a long time, since various parties (such as organisations, services) become 
dependent on this data and the way the URIs are built. 

Furthermore, these guidelines are of importance to the employees of Information Flanders, given the specific 
role of the agency: the proper management of resources with a descriptive, interpretative or supporting role 

                                                           
1 http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/ 

2 http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/ 

3 RFC3986 – http://www.letf.org/rfc/rfc3986.txt 
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in relation to other services or policy areas. This can relate to, among others, base registries, other existing 
catalogues or (own) information records. 

 

 

 

 

4.2  SCOPE 

 

The following items are in scope for the URI guidelines: 

 ISA characteristics of persistent URIs (Chapter 4); 

 Guidelines on how to define and manage a unique identifier , and an explanatory motivation (Chapter 
5); 

 Guidelines for the implementation of the Flemish URI standard for service based data disclosure 
(Chapter 6); 

 Recommendations for the implementation (Chapter 7); 

 Examples of implementations based on use cases (Chapter 8); 

 

 

4.3  FIELDS OF APPLICATION 

 

The guidelines in this document are applicable to all systems, services, product owners, theme administrators 
and data owners within Information Flanders. We make a distinction between internal systems (1) that already 
publish persistent URIs (legacy) and (2) systems that are not yet doing so. 

Those without legacy, group (2), are subject to the Flemish URI standard. This implies that an adjustment to 
new and current non-persistent systems is expected. For those that already have a legacy, group (1), the 
existing method is being quoted on the basis of a checklist found in the back of the Flemish URI standard, in 
order to gain insights on how the existing method differs from the Flemish URI standard. Organisations and 
services that are not compliant with the URI standard must take action themselves to ensure that the method 
for applying persistent URIs is in accordance with the Flemish URI standard. 

 

4.4  EXPECTED BENEFITS  
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Elaborated, supported and tested URI guidelines contribute to the growth and development of the 
government that integrates and shares information with various partners in the digital era. 

In this way, the URI guideline is the basic framework for an innovative approach to data exchange and 
enrichment. In particular, the following aspects are of interest: 

 Reliability: This is a significant added value delivered by persistent identifiers. They increase the 
reliability of the sources of resources, which will boost the use of the offered services. In such a 
way, the underlying systems (for instance databases, content management systems, CRM-
systems...) can change, while on the other hand the identifiers published on the web, in the form 
of URI, remain unaltered. The resource itself, whether it is abstract or not, is in fact a concept 
which is represented, irrespective of the technology used to represent or manage this concept. 

 Openness, interoperability and harmonisation: Flemish authorities, as well as public authorities of 
other policy levels and third parties apply URIs with the same rules. Because of this additional 
step, they become aware of what information is shared and instead of duplicating the same 
information, the reuse can grow. This can lead to cost savings and an integration of data and 
applications of different public administrations. Conflicts will diminish by reusing the same 
identifiers for the same resources, and overhead costs for data duplication will be avoided. 

 Uniformity, disambiguation, visibility & retrievability: By following the determined rules, we also 
create a uniformity that fosters public recognition of the resource. Based on the URI standard, a 
list of resource types will be proposed that should be used for the URIs for all new and existing 
resource providers within Information Flanders. Once a term has a fixed URI, misinterpretations of 
the applicable definition can be avoided. This will make discussions and information exchange 
more to-the-point and will help in managing complex situations of combining a high volume of 
diverse and widespread data. 

 Greater awareness: Flemish authorities become aware of the registers managed by other 
authorities. Conceptual uncertainties about data(base) entities can be limited through increased 
transparency of the data and knowledge between organisations. 

 Efficiency: Creating URIs will take less time when Flemish administrations use common rules for 
persistent URIs. After all, these will allow providing a single infrastructure, for instance for 
reserving a specific namespace. 

 Sustainability & guarantees: Persistent URIs following the Flemish URI standard guarantee to be 
retrievable in the same way, and their management is ensured in the long term.  

This document describes how Information Flanders aims to achieve the above commitments. 

 

4.5  METHODOLOGY 
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First, we will go through the 10 characteristics4 of proper, persistent URIs compiled by ISA. Thereafter, we 
clarify the rules of the Flemish URI standard, for which we make a distinction between the guidelines for 
producing persistent URIs for data and guidelines for the disclosure of data via services. 

Subsequently, we describe a number of technical focal points in the implementation of the guideline. By 
means of use cases, we illustrate what URIs can look like in practice. 

 

4.6 ISA CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPER PERSISTENT URIS 

In 2012, the Interoperability Solutions for Public Administrations (ISA) Programme of the European 
Commission had identified a number of best practices for managing persistent URIs5. It contains a number of 
characteristics of persistent identifiers. Based on this list, the extent to which already published URIs meet the 
quality standards can be assessed. 

10 rules for persistent URIs (Source: ISA6) 

 
 

In the following sections, we will discuss the different requirements that can be used in the design of new URIs 
or in the evaluation of existing ones. 

When publishing persistent URIs for the first time or when already existing URIs do not comply, the rules from 
the next section can be used to generate proper and uniform URIs. 

                                                           
4 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/D7.1.3%20-%20Study%20on%20persistent%20URIs_0.pdf or http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence 

5 ISA URI best practices, https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/D7.1.3%20-%20Study%20on%20persistent%20URIs.pdf 

6 ISA URI best practices, https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/D7.1.3%20- 

%20Study%20on%20persistent%20URIs.pdf 
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For already existing URIs that do not meet the above characteristics, we advise using the old URI, which should 
then redirect to the new URIs, so that the old URIs remain valid. New URIs should only be created through the 
new structure.  

1.1 Follow the pattern7 

http://{domain}/{type}/{concept}/{reference} 

1.2  Reuse existing identifiers8 

If unique (non-URI) identifiers already exist, they can be used in the URI as a key. An example is the ISO 
country code list. 

1.3  Link multiple representations9 

Information can take many different formats, such as HTML for people, RDF or JSON for machines. It is 
recommended for every information resource to provide a format for both people and machines (preferably 
RDF), and to link both in each representation. 

1.4  Use 303-redirect for non-information resources10 

When resolving the URI from a non-information resource (this cannot be sent as a series of bytes), it is 
necessary to refer to a descriptive document of that resource via an HTTP 303-redirect.  

1.5  Use a dedicated service11 

Use mechanisms so that the management is not tied to the owner of the data and can easily be transmitted. 
There is a reasonable chance that over time the data ownership will evolve. 

1.6  Avoid the name of the owner12 

Since agencies, projects or services rapidly evolve over time, we should avoid using the owner’s name in the 
resource identifier. 

1.7  Avoid version numbers13 

In order to guarantee backwards compatibility, it is discouraged to use version numbers to denote updates to 
an ontology, taxonomy or vocabulary. In the rules below, we describe how to use version numbers to identify 
resources for which a different version number represents an actual different resource. 

1.8  Avoid auto-increment14 

The multiple use of auto increment to generate keys for resources is dangerous when it is not reproducible. It 
should be ensured that the underlying meaning of the URI does not change over time. 

1.9  Avoid query strings15 

Query strings often indicate a direct link with the underlying technology, which will most likely evolve over 
time. 

                                                           
7 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#recURIform 

8 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#reuseEx 

9 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#desBuildMulti 

10 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#imp303 

11 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#dediService 

12 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#avoidOwn 

13 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#avoidVer 

14 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#avoidAuto 

15 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#avoidQuery 
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1.10 Avoid file extensions16 

Extensions often indicate a direct link with the underlying technology, which will most likely evolve over time. 

 

5 GUIDELINES FOR PRODUCING PERSISTENT URIS FOR DATA 

 

To be able to reproduce the basic concepts– namespaces, identifiers, versions- of the URI standard in a 
uniform manner, we should follow a number of determined guidelines. 

For each of the guidelines, the context will be outlined. Moreover, the sources on which they are based or 
inspired are mentioned. The rules below are intended to be binding for the identification of information and 
the disclosure of data. The same rules could be applied for services. 

In chapter 7 ‘Guidelines for the disclosure of data via services’, clarifications and additional rules can be found. 

 

5.1 DOMAIN 

Guideline 1: the management of a URI domain belongs under the authority of the organisation providing the 
resources. 

A subdomain can be used for every URI. In order for the (sub) domain name to withstand future changes, it is 
important not to specifically link the name of an instance to the (sub) domain name. This means that domains 
and subdomains should not reflect names of organisations or policy areas. However, it is allowed for the (sub) 
domain name to match an instance or policy area at a certain moment, at the condition that the term is 
generic. The management of URIs for a certain theme through subdomains can be outsourced to other 
services and/or organisations. 

Example: 

 Timeless domains: 

 railways.be instead of nmbs.be or infrabel.be 

 Subdomains: 

 environment.data.flanders.be instead of vmm.be 

 

Guideline 2: The recommended top-level domain for information published by Information Flanders is 
data.vlaanderen.be, other domains can be used when transferring the domain management in case the 
original administrator no longer can/wants to manage the domain. 

                                                           
16 http://philarcher.org/diary/2013/uripersistence/#avoidFileEx 
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To ensure consistency and for practical reasons, it is recommended for the top-level domain that the 
domain/subdomain in each case redirects to subdomain.domain. We recommend being cautious that the 
redirection is properly set-up.  

 Example: 

 environment.data.flanders.be and data.flanders.be/environment redirect to the same information 

 

We discourage the use of more than one subdomain under data.flanders.be 

 Example:  

 environment.data.vlaanderen.be gets no further subdivision, e.g.  
garbage.environment.data.flanders.be 

 

Information Flanders guarantees the persistence of all URIs registered under data.flanders.be and follow the 
URI standard. 

5.2 TYPE 

Guideline 3: use a common list of types within the top-level domain (data.vlaanderen.be). This list should be 
used within all the subdomains as well. The list is as restrictive as possible and should be defined only once in 
order to avoid a proliferation of types.  

First, the {type} as part of the URI pattern represents the nature of the resource description and follows the 
same classification of types that includes the following concepts: the mandatory ID, doc and ns (see URI 
standard). 

In addition, the metadata of the resource is always included in the doc. There is no need to define a separate 
type for this. Furthermore, the doc includes lists, as well as the (metadata) description of services (e.g. in a 
catalogue). 

In the case of raw data or information resources that are not machine-readable (e.g. PDF-files of a report, 
Excel tables, JSON files…), the decision tree below applies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Can or is the data being distributed in 
more than one format?* 

will the data itself be persistent? 
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In any case, when assigning URIs to raw data, the metadata must always be persistent in a doc.                                   

 

If desired, appropriate categories can be defined as a concept, for instance: ‘file’, ‘document’, etc. 

Example: The example shows how to explain the difference for every type, always under the same theme. For 
completeness, we already use the full URI, which will be explained later in this document. The examples are 
meant to be informative and are not optimally designed in terms of structure and naming. 

 

id/waterway/schelde 

is an identifier for the real world object ‘Schelde’. This object cannot exist on the web but can be referred to 
from other applications or data. 

 

doc/waterway/Schelde 

This example describes two elements that may or may not appear together in one document 

- refers to a document (e.g. HTML page) explaining ‘Schelde’. This document can have structured 
data, but this is not a requirement. 

- describes meta information such as the history, versions, source, and details of the modifications 
made to all representations of {type}//waterway/schelde. 

 

doc/waterway 

refers for instance to a list/collection of waterways that exist in the domain. 

 

id/measurement/depth/waterway/schelde 
is the raw data provided by the domain concerning depth measurements about ‘Schelde’. This will not be a 
reference to a doc/… but it will redirect to the actual file with the raw data. 

 

ns/waterway 

is the namespace that can be used in the vocabulary dealing with waterways.  

persistent URI for the data 
id/dataset/example123 

and persistent URI for 
metadatadoc/dataset/voorbeeld12
3 

Only persistent URI for metadata 

id/dataset/example123 

-> redirection (303-redirect) -> 
doc/dataset/voorbeeld123 
 

*data that is not machine-readable and/or non-RDF data (PDF, Word, Excel, CSV, SQL dumps, pictures, 
etc.) 

1.1.1.1.1.1  
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E.g. ns/waterway#depth or ns/waterway/depth to indicate the depth of a waterway. Namespaces will often be 
re-used from other domains. In this case, http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/depth could be re-used. 

 

Example: the collection of waterways is an abstract concept that does not exist in the ‘real world’. Therefore it 
obtains the URI id/waterway. Since this cannot exist on the web, a 303 redirect17 is necessary to the web 
document describing doc/waterways. This description can consist of a document in any format 
(HTML/JSON/XML/…) and can refer to the actual list of codes of waterways doc/waterway. When eventually 
the last URI is resolved, a document will be retrieved (in HTML/JSON/XML/…-format) with a list of codes from 
the individual waterways (id/waterway/schelde, id/waterway/dender,…). 

 

HTTP GET id/waterway results in a 303 redirect to doc/waterway. 

doc/waterways is a document that describes the concept ‘waterways’ and contains other information among 
which a list of various waterways. 

HTTP GET doc/waterway results in this case in a document that among other things lists various waterways: 
id/waterway/schelde, id/waterway/dender,… . 

 

5.3  CONCEPT 

Guideline 4: a {concept} obtains its meaning within the context of a (sub)domain and should be interpreted as 
follows: “The resource is (a) {concept} {type} with the subject {reference}”. 

 

Examples: 

id/waterways/schelde is a waterway identifier with subject Schelde. 

doc/waterway/schelde is a waterways metadata document with subject Schelde. 

id/measurements/depth/waterways/schelde is a raw data measurement with subject the depth of the 
Schelde. 

 

The concept is always singular and in Dutch. Acronyms, abbreviations and shortenings of words are allowed. 

There is a clear distinction between the (sub)domain and the {concept}. 

 First, agreements are made within each (sub)domain on the management and naming of possible 
concepts and their application. Then, each {concept} follows the determined agreements within 
the (sub)domain. 

 Furthermore, a {concept} is bound to the strict ‘is a’ relationship in combination with the {type}, 
while a subdomain is not. A clear example of a subdomain is ‘environment’, which does not meet 
the ‘is a’ relationship, as the following example illustrates. 

                                                           
17 W3C Cool URIs, http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI.html 
W3C Cool URIs (2), http://www.w3.org/TR/cooluris/ 

http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/depth
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Example: 

Correct: 

environment.data.flanders.be/id/waterway/schelde is a waterway identifier with subject “Schelde” 

data.flanders.be/environment/id/waterway/schelde is an equivalent waterway identifier with subject 
“Schelde”. 

Wrong: 

data.flanders.be/id/environment/waterway/schelde is an environment identifier with subject “Schelde”. In the 
last case, ‘environment’ is seen as the domain, instead of a category of a resource. 

 

All (sub)domain administrators should manage their own {concept} terms. It is recommended for the concept 
descriptions to: 

 opt for a list of concepts as brief and reusable as possible; and 

 properly document the URIs that refer directly to these concepts. 

The responsibility to maintain the concepts and their descriptions is with the (sub)domain administrator(s), 
possibly consulting the resource owner.  

A {concept} has specific semantics in the context of a project/product/brand that is encoded in a particular 
domain. This can, but does not have to be, a sub domain. Ideally, the web domains and the conceptual 
domains overlap (e.g. waterways, railways, education, information…). 

A {concept} cannot be an action or verb. Typically, it is an abbreviation or a noun. The {concept} will never be a 
file-format, but it can be the name of a specification. 

Examples: 

 reg: registers 

 org: organisations 

 app: applications 

 spec: specifications 

 scheme: schemes 

 … 

Examples: 

id/org/informationflanders 

id/reg/address 

 

5.4  REFERENCE 

In this section, we discuss how Information Flanders interprets the reference-basis and reference-version. 

Reference-basis: This part of the reference indicates the resource. This can be a local indication, e.g. 
originating from the underlying system, as long as it leads to a globally unique identifier in combination with 
domain, type, concept and possible previous references. 
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Reference-version: Refers to a version or timestamp. This can represent a fixed moment (e.g. 2016-01-01) or a 
relative moment (e.g. today). The version ‘latest’ has a special meaning and represents the most recent 
version. 

 

5.4.1 Reference-basis 

Guideline 5: The {reference-basis} is a code representing the identification of the resource. This can be a local 
identification as long as in combination with domain, type, concept and possible previous references, it leads to 
a globally unique identifier. 

First, the resource should be analysed thoroughly, meaning that the identification, lifecycle and the exact 
definition must be known. Then, a URI can be assigned. Since the {reference-basis} is of utmost importance for 
the URI, it is essential that the resource administrator pays attention to its persistence and durability. 

A recurring problem is the automatic generation of (incremental) serial numbers: it is difficult to guarantee 
that the regeneration of the URIs based on the same input data will generate the same serial number. 
Therefore, (incremental) serial numbers can only be used as {reference-basis} when it can be guaranteed that 
after future adaptations or republications, the exact same number will be generated. On this topic, we follow 
the European strategy formulated by ISA on incremental serial numbers (see above section 3.8). 

If a key that can serve as identification is not available, a normalised version of a textual label or title can be 
used. A suggested normalisation is: 1) convert the label to lowercase; 2) remove all characters that require a 
URL encoding; 3) replace spaces by hyphens. Note that it is not recommended to use a name that may change 
in the future. 

Example: 

The URI id/event/ovl/aalter/bb2a5e00-c9d1-11e2 has the following concepts: 

Type: id 

Concept: event 

References: ovl, aalter and bb2a5e00-c9d1-11e2 

 

5.4.2 Reference-version 

Guideline 6: The {reference-version} as part of {reference} indicates the version of one instance of a 
document/resource, this is either a particular revision of the document/resource or a different version of the 
resource itself (at a specific time). 

Guideline 7: When using years/dates/time as value for the reference-version, the W3C Date Time18 format is 
used (complying with ISO 860119). 

                                                           
18 https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime 

19 http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso8601.htm 

https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime
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A resource can have a lifecycle, meaning that the resource can change over time either by a change in the real 
world or by a change in the description. If every change in the real world is tracked, the former always results 
in the latter. 

In order to keep track of versions, one or a combination of the solutions below can be applied: 

1. generating a new instance for the resource that represents the new version;  

2. documenting in the metadata outside the resource (such as time stamping or version numbers). 

 

Whether or not to implement different versions of resources depends on the goal of the resource and is thus 
elaborated in the design phase. Therefore, this is not further elaborated in this document. 

The advantage of indicating the lifecycle in external metadata is that these metadata can be stored in 
catalogues and later be examined in a standardised way20. 

When is referring to different versions of a resource useful? The following checks are best addressed during 
the design phase: 

1. Changes in the real world might occur and it should be possible to refer to the difference between the 
old and new resource. 
Example: change in the real world 
The borders of a town can be changed (old border information remains accessible) 

2. In order to be able to make a distinction between the lifecycle in the real world and how they have 
been described (their representation). 
Example: change in the description 
The border of a town will be measured more accurately (both measurements remain accessible). 

3. Archiving: if things (e.g. decisions) are based on the state of a resource in the past, then that past state 
must be retrievable from the ‘archive’. 
Example: Archiving 
The example describes the annual update of the pollution status of the river Schelde, for which a 
document is released yearly. There are two methods: either there is only a live domain, or both a live 
and archival domain. In the first scenario, only the live domain is displayed without version numbers 
and archival domain (1). In the second scenario, only a live domain is displayed with version numbers 
but without the archival domain (2). We can make use of the version numbers in both the live and 
archival domain, but this is not necessary. 

Suppose it was decided that the versions should be tracked, then there are two possibilities: 

1. Without version numbering on the live domain 

 

Latest version: http://{live_domain}/doc/measurement/pollution/waterway/schelde. 

 

In this case, the URI represents the latest (most up to date) version of the resource. When updating the 
resource (and the old version should be retained), it can be moved to an archive where a new URI is assigned 

                                                           
20 OGC Catalog Service standard, http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/specifications/catalog 
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to the resource. The live URI refers to a new resource, whereby this new resource represents the last (current) 
version. 

 

Previous version end up on an archive domain: 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution_2015/waterway/schelde 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution_2014/waterway/schelde 

... 

 

OR 

 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution/2015/waterway/schelde 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution/2014/waterway/schelde 

... 

 

2. With version numbering on the live domain 

In this case, the live server hosts multiple versions. Every URI refers to only one unique version and will never 
change. In addition, a URI that refers to the most recent version can be put in place as well. 

 

Latest version: http://{live_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution/latest/waterway/schelde. 

Here, the use of the version ‘latest’ refers to the stable URI of the most recent version. 

 

Previous versions: 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution/2015/waterway/schelde 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution/2014/waterway/schelde 

http://{archive_domein}/doc/measurement/pollution/2013/waterway/schelde 

... 

 

 

6 USE CASES: APPLICATIONS AT INFORMATION FLANDERS 

This section describes the use of HTTP-based URIs in a number of products of Information Flanders. This is not 
an exhaustive list, but a reflection of typical examples of the impact on the URIs for some services and 
resources at Information Flanders. 
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6.1 FLEMISH OPEN DATA PORTAL 

6.1.1 Data set: metadata search function 

URI http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset 

Category Service, due to presence of the search functionality 

Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Exception applicable REST-style service exception, based on CKAN, CKAN is a REST service 

Compliant? not applicable, since it is a service 

Potential ideal URI Not applicable 

 

Remark: 

http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset?q={searchterm}  
is actually the resource for all data sets in which “searchterm” appears (list with results), not for the service. 
The query parameter q is not a problem in a persistent URI, as long as it is guaranteed to be supported in the 
future. 

Depending if the list of search results on a particular term has to be persistent or not, the URI standard should 
be followed and the current URI is thus not compliant. A potential ideal URI in this case could be: 
http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/{searchterm}. 

 

6.1.2 Data set: metadata description detail 

This example illustrates the explanation of section 6.3. 

URI http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset/c5ff1656-d17f-4bf5-a0ce-
eb825f4bbd85 

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable None 

Compliant? Yes, if the domain is guaranteed to be persistent 

Potential ideal URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/id/dataset/ c5ff1656-d17f-4bf5-a0ce-eb825f4bbd85 

refers with 303 to 

http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/ c5ff1656-d17f-4bf5-a0ce-
eb825f4bbd85 

 

http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset
http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset?q=%7bsearchterm%7d
http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/%7bsearchterm%7d
http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset/c5ff1656-d17f-4bf5-a0ce-eb825f4bbd85
http://opendata.vlaanderen.be/dataset/c5ff1656-d17f-4bf5-a0ce-eb825f4bbd85
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6.1.3 Data set: distributions of data sets 

How should we identify the difference between data sets and their distributions? 
For the metadata of distributions, refer to metadata of data sets in section 6.3 (decision tree). 
For the download link of distributions of data sets, the pursuit of persistent URIs (following the URI standard) is 
not evident, because of the likely dependency on third parties. 

 

6.2 METADATA GEOPOINT 

6.2.1 Search function 

URI https://metadata.geopunt.be/zoekdienst/apps/tabsearch/index.html?hl=dut 

Category Service 

Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Compliant? No, but not necessary, the URI of a service is not required to be compliant with 
the rules. 

Potential ideal URI Not applicable 

 

6.2.2 Metadata detail 

 

URI https://metadata.geopunt.be/zoekdienst/srv/dut/xml_iso19139_save?uuid=3b
f8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e&fromWorkspace=false 

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable guideline 1-7 

Compliant? No, product name in domain; only identifier in query parameters; not according 
to the structure 

Potential ideal URI https://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-
a3690fefdf0e 

Alternative ideal URI https://geo.data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-
a3690fefdf0e 

 

https://metadata.geopunt.be/zoekdienst/apps/tabsearch/index.html?hl=dut
https://metadata.geopunt.be/zoekdienst/srv/dut/xml_iso19139_save?uuid=3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e&fromWorkspace=false
https://metadata.geopunt.be/zoekdienst/srv/dut/xml_iso19139_save?uuid=3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e&fromWorkspace=false
https://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e
https://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e
https://geo.data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e
https://geo.data.vlaanderen.be/doc/dataset/3bf8fbe4-7c98-4e38-9a87-a3690fefdf0e
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6.3 CRAB AS SERVICE 

 

URI http://crab.agiv.be/wscrab/wscrab.svc?wsdl 

Category Service 

Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Compliant? No, but not necessary, although the domain name is not organization 
dependent, not timeless; indicating technology 

Potential ideal URI Not applicable 

 

6.4 CRAB AS LINKED OPEN DATA 

6.4.1 Address 

URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/adres/1  

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable guideline  1-7 

Exception applicable None 

Compliant? Yes 

 

 

 

6.4.2 Street name 

URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/id/straat/546873  

http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/straat/546873  

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable guideline 1-7 

Exception applicable None 

http://crab.agiv.be/wscrab/wscrab.svc?wsdl
http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/adres/1
http://data.vlaanderen.be/id/straat/546873
http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/straat/546873
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Compliant? Yes 

 

6.5 OSLO VOCABULARY 

URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/adres#AdresVoorstelling  

Category Namespace (Vocabulary) 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable guideline 1-7 

Exception applicable URI Standard 5.2 fragment identifier (#) at vocabulary/namespaces 

Compliant? Yes 

 

6.6 REST-SERVICES OF BUILDING REGISTER 

6.6.1 Endpoint 

URI http://vbr-beta-mgmtsvc.azurewebsites.net/ 

Category Service 

Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable guideline 8 

Compliant? No, but not necessary, although the domain name is not organization 
dependent, not timeless; indicating technology 

Potential ideal URI Not applicable 

 

6.6.2 Building request per identifier 

Note that we have two different interpretations, only the second one is optimal:          (1) as a 
service or (2) as a data resolver. In this case however, object are being distributed by means of an identifier. 
Since the URI standard is limited to data a redirect that is compliant to the rules has to be made available. 

Frequent, but not optimal interpretation (1) 

URI http://vbr-beta-mgmtsvc.azurewebsites.net/api/v1/gebouw/{id} 

Category persistent data being distributed through a service 

http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/adres#AdresVoorstelling
http://vbr-beta-mgmtsvc.azurewebsites.net/
http://vbr-beta-mgmtsvc.azurewebsites.net/api/v1/gebouw/%7bid%7d
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Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Compliant? No, because it’s a service 

The persistent URI is part of the answer: 

http://data.vlaanderen.be/id/gebouw/{id} 

Potential ideal URI The returned persistent URI can be used 

 

Optimal interpretation (2) 

URI http://vbr-beta-mgmtsvc.azurewebsites.net/api/v1/property/{id} 

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Exception applicable None 

Compliant? No, the domain name is not organization dependent, not timeless 

Not clear if the {id}s are sufficiently persistent 

Not a correct characterization 

Potential ideal URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/id/gebouw/{id} 

 

6.7 LEGACY WMS/WFS SERVICES 

URI http://tile.geopunt.be/ws/raadpleegdiensten/tms/layer@CRS 

Category Service 

Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Compliant? No, but not mandatory because it’s a service. 

Potential ideal URI Not applicable 

 

URI http://mir.agiv.be/data/IMKL/v2.1/Aansluiting/vmw-be:67564444:v2 

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

http://data.vlaanderen.be/id/gebouw/%7bid%7d
http://vbr-beta-mgmtsvc.azurewebsites.net/api/v1/property/%7bid%7d
http://tile.geopunt.be/ws/raadpleegdiensten/tms/layer@CRS
http://mir.agiv.be/data/IMKL/v2.1/Aansluiting/vmw-be:67564444:v2
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Guideline(s) applicable Guideline 1-7 

Compliant? No, no organisation dependent domain name. 

Issue with versions: if there is a new version added to the catalogue, the newly 
generated identifiers should refer to the right catalogue; the new version of the 
item, referring to the last item (in case version not mentioned in request 
header); if the real world object is updated and thus changed, a new version 
number can be added because it clearly handles about something new instead 
of a changed description. In case the whole is a reference including v2, then we 
suggest to replace ‘:’ to ‘-‘ or ‘_’. 

Potential ideal URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/aansluiting/imkl/vmw-be/6756444/v2 or 

http://geo.data.vlaanderen.be/id/aansluiting/imkl/vmw-be/6756444/v2  

 

URI http://mir.geopunt.be/cl/Geopunt/GDIVlaanderenTrefwoorden/TOEGEVOEGD
GDIVL  

Category Data 

Rules(s) applicable All (1-7) 

Guideline(s) applicable Guidelines 1-7 

Compliant? No, no organisation/product-independent domain name. 

Ownership statement: Product/GDI-Vlaanderen in concept/reference 

In the case of a specific list ‘TOEGEVOEGDGDIVL’ for that organisation, it’s an 
exception on the basis of legacy if it is persistent and in use. 

Strictly speaking, it is not a good identifier because the organisation name is in 
it and in the ideal scenario this should be replaced by another identifier. 

Potential ideal URI http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/trefwoorden/{other_identifier} 

or 

http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/trefwoorden/{other_identifier}  

 

URI http://mir.agiv.be/ws/MIR/v1/Register  

Category Service 

Rules(s) applicable None 

Guideline(s) applicable none 

Compliant? No, but it’s not mandatory, organisation in domain name. Version in the middle 
of the URI. MIR poor identifier for the register -> drop or other identifier 

Potential ideal URI Not applicable 

http://data.vlaanderen.be/doc/aansluiting/imkl/vmw-be/6756444/v2
http://geo.data.vlaanderen.be/id/aansluiting/imkl/vmw-be/6756444/v2
http://mir.geopunt.be/cl/Geopunt/GDIVlaanderenTrefwoorden/TOEGEVOEGDGDIVL
http://mir.geopunt.be/cl/Geopunt/GDIVlaanderenTrefwoorden/TOEGEVOEGDGDIVL
http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/trefwoorden/%7bother_identifier%7d
http://data.vlaanderen.be/ns/trefwoorden/%7bother_identifier%7d
http://mir.agiv.be/ws/MIR/v1/Register
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